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Concern over guns

Harralson responds to .t able critics
. How does one respond to a critic
who has used opinions, assumptions and half-truths as the basis of
his eriticism. I am referring to the
article concerning the oew tables
and chairs in the south dining room
which appeared in The print, July
22 .
.
I welcome constructive criticism, and the Commuter Center
Ad Hoc Committee has been inviting it on any plans we· have concerning the remodeling of our
present facilities or planning for
the new building. H you would like
to help please contact Bob Easton,
Chairman of the Commuter Center
Committee, or talk with Gene
Kube, President of Student Government, about the creation of a
Board of Managers for the Commuter Center. The creation of such
a board to advise the Center's Director was recommended by theAd
Hoc Committee last January . The
Board of Managers would advise
the Director in all areas of the day
by day operation of the Center,
such as food service, bookstore,
recreation room, space usage,

prices, etc. In the absence of such a
board the Ad Hoc Committee has
been doing double duty, planning
the new facility and informally advising the Director on modifications and improvements of
present facilities.
Getting back to the article and
the lack of facts, the article imp lies
that there will be 1,600 additional
students at NISC this September.
This is not true. There may be
1,600 new students, but most are
replacing those who have graduated or left school. The article further states that there are now fewer
seats in the south dining room. This
is not true . The thirty barracks type
tables assigned to the south dining
room would accomodate four
chairs each or 120 seats; the 20
round tables with six chairs each
also provide 120 seats.
Worst of all the article implies
that there was no student input in
the selection these tables . This
again is untrue . For various reasons I recommended that we purchase a few of these tables and use
them on a trial basis. The Ad Hoc

Committee merely saw pictures of
the tables, but approved my recommendation. However, the tables
were ordered only after five NISC
students had an opportunity to see
and use similar tables for two days
and evenings in another college
union . These students liked the tables and thought we should try
them.
I appreciate the comments and
opinions of the 75 or I 00 students
who were poHed. Perhaps their
feelings are representative of the
total student body. Ifso, we will not
plan to buy more of these tables for
the new Commuter Center. Please
keep in mind that we are trying to
be flexible and hope to do as much
experimenting as possible in the
next few months not only with furniture and equipment, ~mt with
policy making boards as well'. We
have a golden opportunity to be
open-minded and try new ideas. No
one has all the answers, but if we
can have your thoughts and suggestions as we struggle with our many
problems maybe we can find the
answers.
Cliff Harralson

July 20. 1970
It is ti me to take a serious look at
the regulations regarding the carrying of weapons by our security
. police. An incident of several
weeks ago makes it clear that
present policy is inappropriate and
must be corrected. Luckily no one
was killed or injured when a gun
accidcntly fell to the floor from the
holster of one our security guards .
We can all be thankful that there
was no discharge.
Northeastern docs not need any
accidental shootings. We. as a college community. arc responsible
for the present policies which regulate use of guns on this campus by
our security police. We must also
accept the events which either accidcntly or purposely these policies
allow to occur. The college com. munity should be thankful that we
have time to resolve a policy which
is obviously dangerous. We should
not be so arrogant as to let luck be
the judge of life and death. We
should seize the time and correct
these policies which bring us so
close to tragedy.
Some basic concerns I have
regarding the gun carrying policies
are: (I) Do our security .police

classic expression of obscurantism.
I am. of course. referrring to the
numerous derogatory a ll usions to
the status and character of Dr. Arthur Scharf.
How can students supposedly
suffici !,!.tlY educated to remain
college .-call for such stern action
when very little evidence has been
related through the school newspaper? Could this possiqly reflect
error on the above supposition?
Or, . should a ·definite ,d,\stinction
be made between· real students
and individuals merely attending
classes on this campus?

LIG HT OR DARK

Casual a nd C o:r.y

ROARING FIREPLACE
BARBECUE RIBS

Can credulity be given to the ·
connotative statements expressed
by the Northeastern Women's Liberation or Pitcher concerning a
professor, a teac her in the finest
sense of the word? Can one believe
such allegations, a priori, when a
respected member of the scientific
community - and the faculty - has ,
devoted his efforts in promoting
the growth and development of intellectual freedom?
I think not.

"What the hell are we going to
use for our front page next week!"
"I don't know, Marty, what do
you want to use?" asks Joe.
. (Security guard Bill Friday
walks by, smiles pleasantly, and
says hello. You get the sudden impression of having seen a light bulb
go on over Marty's head.) "That's
it! That's our big story. He's a symbol of oppression on campus."
"That's a lot of crap . He's just
one of the security cops, and they
don't bother anyone," interjects
Judy who looks like she is either a
member of women's lib or an SS
officer.
"But," Marty continues, "he's
got a gun and everything." ((Marty
is excited now.) "Why should security guards carry guns on
campus? THE big issue ."

S tudent asks

"Yeah, but one guard was beat
up a while back by three guys,
wasn't he?"
"So, who remembers," yawns
Judy.
"Well, what about it?" Marty
asks.
"I don't care. Go ahead ." Joe
gets up. "I've got to get going and
do something. Guess I'll go have
coffee."
Judy, standing stiffly and slapping her riding crop across her long
black boots, says, "Who's covering
ohe student election business?"
"What student election?" asks
Marty.
"Hell, I'll make up some crap. I
had a test this hour that! I didn't
study for so I'll tell the instructor
that I was busy on it. Go ahead with
that gun thing. We got to have
something."
"Chow."
•
MORAL: If the PRINT doesn't
have anything better to say than to
fabricate hokey issues, lock the

habit of physically attacking students who held an opposing point
of view? Please offer your profes-

Bratwurst & other " great"
Ch arcoa l Bro ile d Ite ms
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEAN UTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS
Open from lunch till 2 A.M.
7 days a_week

AMPLE FREE P ARKI NG

The \ortlwa-.lt'rn

door, board up the windows turn
in your ID cards, and go get a job.

PRINT

Gerald J. Zabojnik

The guns on campus thing is
somewhat more than just a hokey
issue we dreamed up. In fact our
story last issue was merely a report of the discussion that had
been taking place during the
previous week between concerned
students (neither from Women's
Lib or the SSJ and Lieutenant
Flood.
Nobody's saying they're a
symbol of oppression on campus.
The serious concern is that we
simply want to know something
about the men who are carrying
loaded guns, · that's all. Usually
the best way to avert trouble is
to spread information about . the
issues that confront us, and since
Lt. Flood was spreading some information, it was our duty. to relay it.

• • • • • •

Dear editor:
I wonder where Dan Stern
would be today if he had made a

To eat here or take out

Sincerely,
Thomas R. Brehman

What is this - rap PRINT-week?
(It's s mmer see, and there aren 't
any demonst rations, the war is
slowing down, and everyone is
bored .)

Sincerely
FrankAmselmo

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pitche, of Bee, 1/ .75

Scharf ... respected member of .
scientific co mmunity
Dear Print:
Rather than continuing your
policy of insipid handbill news reporting. your endeavors have finally risen to the status of mediocre
newspaper management, if one can
judge from the July 22 issue. As
with any treatment of small-time
gossip the Print has conjured a
"hot-line" story from the cold
ashes of reality. Hence. mediocrity
has been eagerly embraced. The
said issue devoted much space to
the indignatio n professed by individuals whose judgement concerning a minor incident (magnified) at best faculty and at worst a

need to carry guns? The extraordinary instances that require
the use of a gun could be dealt
with by the regular force of the
Chicago Police Department. (2)
Who determines the above question and sets the policy that our
security police follow? (3) If
guns are needed on campus why
must they be carr-i ed at all times?
(4) Do our security police take
adequate
precautions
against
acc.idents occuring when they do
carry guns?
I hope that we accept the clear
responsibility of taking constructive actions toward correcting the
present policies. Hopefully the
president of the school. the head of
the security force on campus and
the dean of students will make public the actions they feel might correct the present policy which came
so close to tragedy. Hopefully the
entire school community will concern itself with this important issue.

sional opinion.
M.C.
He'd probably have his tenure.
-ed.

And here they are, ladies and gentlemen, the gang who've been giving up
their summer vacations to print this ridiculous rag, the staff!!

Roger Bader
Hal Bluethman
Del Breckenfelc.
Noreen Ciesielczyk

Susan Concordet
Gene Corey
Monika Czehak

Ken Davis

Cindy Dubas
Marnie Fournier

Ellen Friedman
Mauro George
Dove Green
G len Jurmonn
Fronk Konrad

J im Mortin
Mickey Sogrillo
Larry Spaeth
Bill Spreitzer

Gory-Dole Stockmonn
Roberto Thomas
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Above, , left. -. Conrad Piteher.
Above, right - Cliris Smolka.
At left, from top to bottom;
Dean Howenstine, Dr. Stern,
and Steve Mandell.
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The Northeastern iwo

Trial heginSfor Stlld'ents
suspended at Stern - APTS
As Dean of Students William
Howenstine began with his opening remarks, the hearing of two
students suspended for an "incident" in the President's office
several weeks ago got under way.
Allegedly, Conrad Pitcher and
Christopher Smolka "entered"
President Sachs' office during a
meeting of the Appointments, Promotion, Tenure and Salary Council, which was ·c onsidering tenure
procedures for Dr. Daniel Stern.
Howenstine reportedly warned
several times that entering the office would render any student who
did so vulnerable to suspension.
Central in the controversy is
one brief moment during which the
door to the office was opened by
member Thomas Kotchman, and
in order to "provide an alternative" to the locked door, as Pitcher
puts it, he placed his foot inside the
door to assure that it would not be
locked again.
The objective of this "militant,
non-violent" action was simply
getting the APTS council to allow
a student spokesman to testify on
behalf of Stern.
The· hearing began last Friday,
and continued for four hours until
it was adjourned well after five
o'clock. The hearings were scheduled to reconvene yesterday afternoon , and it was not known by
press time whether they had concluded. The purpose of the hearing
is to determine whether the suspensions were justified. The Student Affairs council , which is conducting the procedures , has the jurisdiction to overturn Howenstine's decision and drop the
suspensions.
In the defense arguments, being

led by Dan Stern himself, attempts
were made to establish how ·much
student input there is, or ever 'has
been, into the APTS Council. Dr.
Robert Gilbert, Council member,
explained that the Council had "no
precedent for calling student witnesses," although the Council has
made a practice in the past of calling other faculty and administrators to testify. Both faculty and
administration representatives
were called upon to testify at the
Stern considerations, he revealed.
In later testimony, Dr. Charles
H. Stamps, Chairman, agreed with
Dr. Gilbert's testimony, but pointed out that, though students were
not summoned, the APTS Council
would have considered requests
by students to have testified before
the Council. No such requests
were filed with the group prior to
the meeting, he pointed out. In
further testimony, Stamps indicated that, at the time of the first
encounter · with ' students at the
door of the meeting room requesting that a ;stlJdeM rep be heard, the
Council 'fia'd 1 m:lt yet begun to con- _
sider any of the evidence, and was
simply · i;iot prepared to hear ~itnesses. A l~th vote by the council,
of course; was in favor of h~aring
the rep.
Among the students testifying
was Steve Mandell, who equated
the case to that of Rocky Gray . In
that case, he said, stude nts 'were
led to believe that, if they kept cool
and didn't demonstrate, Gray
would be retained. This was not
true. What happened outside the
meeting was not violence, he said,
but simply students demonstrating
their support for Stern, in a militant fashion.
..

In his testimony, Dr. Thomas
Kotchman discussed the letters
brought before APTS, all written
by students. According to Stern
the total number of letters before
the Council in his favor numbered
about sixty, including some transmitted from his departmental tenure committee. In addition, there
were reportedly eight unfavorable
student letters _ submitted. The
Council, according to Kotchman,
decided to con.sider fourteen let-,
ters - seven favorable and seven
unfavorable. Consideration of the
letters took about a half hour,
Kotchman explained. He said, further, that the case had been given a
total of seven hours.
In attempts to explain the justification of the " militant action,,,-the
defen se pointed out that, since
thirty minutes, plus twenty minutes of student testimony of a total
of seven hours had been allowed
for student input, it was necessary
for the Council to see that students
were serious about being heard.
Dr. Thomas Farr, introduced as
an expert on political affairs, testified that the students did what was
necessary, and only what was necessary, to gain entry into the hearing.
The case is still far from over,
because, after the SAC reaches its
decision on whether or not the two
suspensions are justified, it will
hear charges by the defense of
Malfeasance by Dean Howenstine
for his actions, and two other
series of charges , against professor
Arthur Scharf, who became entangled with Pitcher and Smolka in
a brawl by the door, and against
the APTS Council itself, for not
permitting student input.

5,Aug.1970
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North Central reports

NIsc
The !,;mg-awaited report of
the North-Central Association
has finally arrived on campus.
and. though the official letter
has not yet been delivered to
President Sachs. it is definite
that Northeastern not only received its accreditation. but it
received a quite favorable re"

'I•

i:m•'\ -'-releas·• \· ',,

President Sachs.
ing a copy of the investigating
c.o-mmittee·s
report.
announced that several copies of
the document are
presently
available in the library.
T he
investigating
committee. which · made its visit last
March. was composed of six
men: Donald C. Roush, Academic · Vice
President.
New
Mexico State U11iversity; Da- .
vid L. Ahderson 'of Oberlin .
College; . Nllt~!liel
Evers.
University of. · Denver; Cotn~
elius Golightly, Wayne State
University; Leo Katz, Michigan State
University;
and
Stow Persons. · University of
Iowa.
The report to the North
Central Assocjat1on by this investigating
committee
was
made after interviews and discussions ·. with a_h· · key administrators, several me'm bers of' the
faculty and student body, and
the Executive Secretary of the
Board of Governors.
The fears of student leaders
early in this year that, if a viable student government were
not formed before the visitation,
then
accreditation '
might be endangered proved to
be unfounded, since
student
governance was not once mentioned in the report. In that
portion of the report dealing
with student life, the emphasis
was clearly on student services,
such
as
counseling,
health services, and the Student Affairs Council. With respect to student activities, the
report explains:
Student apathy, a cause of concern a few . years ago, now
seems almost absent. Some 90
different campu·s _activitie•s and
organizations flourish, inc
eluding a student _ newspaper.
Demonstrations, both mild and
severe, have occurred. However, the tone is still one of
moderation. The faculty and
administration.seem to be in the
peculiarly happy, if temporary,
position of viewing with pleasure rather than alarm the
awakening of student activism
at the-colleg~: · -· "·
~North Central _ last
visited
this institution in
1966. It
specified th~ t \ 'W~, _would be
revisited in ' 1970;'· although a
four-year span ._ between visits
is quite unusua-i,.·, The normal
frequency ·· or ' ~i~ ts · is about
eight or ten years, but due to
some serious concerns at that
time. the four-year span was
called for.>Because- of the unusually rapid ', grpwth . projected
for Northeasjrof' t J N:i"',~ft.ssociation has again recommended
a 'short span between visits, this
time five years.
· One o f:· t!telri>. jilajor cqncerns·
in 1966.. ;,~s ''.~ fi_
a!. they considered at that . time
be a serious
shortage of physical space at
this campus. In the four ensuing years. the enrollment has

·to

The Northeastern PRINT. ·the agenda will be an election for
which,' in two and one-half years this year·s editor. business manhas grown from a mediocre 4-page ager. managing editor, and phototwic.e -monthly rag to ~ mediocre graphy editor, if anybody decides
- ""' ,... "'. ,, "" t .r: !
.A , ,, i/ •C f 2: page W~kly .ragi w.illfbF holdi~ ,. t(? rutY, O,eq~r~!~pbil,Qsqptiic§,O(Jhe
students co~mute and spend
its annual organizational meeting paper, as well as discussions about
much study time on campus,
this Saturday afternoon at I I :00 in its direction in the future arc also
these ratios are inadmissible.
room A-109 .
scheduled.
The more technical stuff has to
Because the staff is composed of be talked over, too - such as budgComm'e nting generally on the a number of people who are rarely eting, salary structures. and page
presently unclear situation in the able to get together, this meeting design .
faculty senate, as well as the could actually be the first time
So, to any of our staffers who
"cleavage between senior and ju- many of our staffers will meet each didn't catch the word about the
nior faculty groups," as well as the other.
meeting. consider this your formal
hectic growth rate, the report cites
No punch or cookies or coffee or invitation. And to anyone else inari ' 'opinion exp'ressed by both fac- rolls will be served at the affair, but terested _in attem;fing, or pqt interulty and stuae.nt spokesmen that at the public is definitely: 'invited - in • ested but _.without anything' better '
the moment the institution lacks a fact, it's encouraged to attend. On to dci, please join us.
clearly focused sense of educational direction."
So, until at least I 975, Northeastern continues to be a fully ac, Arts
credited institution, through all of
The Office of Community Ser- Speech and Performing
sponsoring "Little
Epic
vices and the Department of are
its coll~ges.
Company of Kanosha" in a performance of "Mother Courage"
by Bertold Brecht. It will be in
· Mr. 'dlicke'n',' Assistant Regis- dents is not a record, but it does Little Theater at 8 p.m. on Friday,
trar, inte'rviewed by · PRINt last place some strain on the registrar's · August 14, 1970. It is an anti-war
week' reveai~d that ·approximately office. According ti:>' Glicken, the piece written during Na:zi occupa1,000 · freshmen and 600 ·trans- influx is being handled smoothly, tion •of Europe by an outstanding
ferees will be joining the NISC with only about 10 percent report- modern dramatist. There is free adstudent body in September.
ing some dissatisfaction with their mission. It is one of the offerings of
Community Service programs for
The new students reportedly will . schedules.
replace those who have gradJJated
Last Friday was ! he last day for the students ~nd the public.
or dropped out since the last fresh- advance registration, but in-person
man class entered.
registration is still scheduled for
The large number of new stu- September 9.

•t_a 1••~.-fl
d
ets
accre
}
g
.
·

port. ·•
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jumped by a couple of thousand, and the only increase in
floor space has been the office
and classroom annexes in the
courtyards. For this reason.
the report leveled one of its
sharpest criticisms at · NISC's
physical plant:
The physical conditions under
w,hich the faculty work are unb~iie~ably bad . The~e Sl~ply is
not enough space for classrooms, for labs and studies, and for offices. There is virtually no
space at all for resean; h, The
classroom buildings ; wer.,; designed over ten yeari, agp by an
architect ,.wbo ~as, ·) w~ were
told,i:t forel;JlOSt ,~es~grwr of high
schools. , We can we,l\ ,,pelieve
this, .Whatt;yer bi,~A~ther · virtues, -tbe architect, and. others,
ph,m ning thee buildwg clearly
had no conception, 1of wl;lat, is
needed in college teachipg. For
example, how can 'o ne .give a
complete chemistry majorJ with,
essentially, one classroe,m and
one ,small instructional laboratory, and with no space.for staff
or student research projects?
As for office space, how can
two faculty be expected to read,
think, write, consult with col'l'eagues,. and talk with students
when both of them are jammed
irito an office· with a floor area
of perhaps 70 square feet -smaller that 8 by 9-. feet?.
The
committee's
concern
seemed more with faculty conditions than with student, but
it did make mention of the fact
th~t there is not now, as there
was not in 1966 - a student center of any kind on campus. The
report cites present' progress
toward
construction
of the
commuter center, since the architects are already at work on
the building. It then goes on to
make a plea for re~tricting enroll;ment:
L
It is clear that this institution
must continue to be ~l ~o_wed to
restrict enrollment, . as_ jt was
permitted to do in academic
year i 969-70, if students are to
be given a real oppo,~tunity for
an adequate education. The
great fear ,i,s that the pressure of
sttident applications will force
the Board of Governors t~ permit increased enrollments at
Nortl)eastern before the facil-_
iti~s are available.
The cqm~ittee had high praise for
N ISC \s Institutional Research department, which conducts an ongoing ._study of the ini,titµtion . Of
Northeastern's future plans,
though, the report stat~s 1;; i
If the project~d -~rir~riinent;
16,455 extension and resident
students by 1980 and the projected curricula are to be
achieved, then massive,(unding
by· tbe -state must be ,secured.
The - plans are in- h·a nd, the
dream has been dreamt - now
remains the duty of the State of
Illinois to make these dreams ·
and-these projections a realistic
,. goal. ' ,_ ., · , '· ,
,, ·
, Rreporting on the 1ibrary facilities
~preseittly, av:ailable; the committee
wrote:
·
J;he physical facilities for
bQoks, -readers and staff are to-tally inadequate.Seats are provided for 296 readers, about 6
percent of the full-time students. In an institution to which

>' "

·Spe_
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16(l0 ,iew faces at NIS,C

Thompson

William 'Clark to teach Community
C h·o ir -v isits
at Northeastern .
Former Illinois Attorney General William G . Clark will teach a
new course offered by the departments of Political Science and
Economics begining in the fall trimester.
The course, Practical Politics,
involves an examination of contemporary politics with emphasis
on the role of politicians and the
realities of political life.
Practical Politics, course number 45-353 will be taught 6:30 to
8:45 on Monday nights in the
Little Theater. There is room for
200 students and the course has no
prerequisites.
Before becoming Attorney General, Mr. Clark was a member of ·
botlf the Illinois House of Representatives, and the Illinois Senate,

where he was majority lead.er.
In 1960 he was elected Attorney
General, a post he held until 1968.
He was the first Illinois Attorney
General to personally argue cases
involving the state before the Illinois Supreme Court; he accelerated water pollution enforcement in
Illinois in more than 100 lawsuits
dating back to 1962; and he personally argued and overturned a
circuit court injunction which had
blocked enforcement of state air
pollution control standards
throughout Illinois.
A graduate of DePaul law
school, Mr. Clark is presently a
member of the American Bar Association,. National Lawyers'
Club, and American Judicature
Society.

by MamieFournier

'Too bad there were so many
empty seats in the NISC ' auditorium Thursday at the Thompsorr
Community Singers performance. Seats went $5.50 apiece in Orchestra Hall for their Sunday show.
The pianist's late arrival provided an opportunity for choir
members to exhibit their ..versatility. Singers doubled on the piano.
Gospel numbers and soul music
filled the auditorium and hallways.
The voices of choir members beckoned passersby like the sirens did
Odysseus.
"Impossible Dream" and songs
composed by the singers were
presented under the direction of
the Rev. Brunson. The soloists had
a fanf~stic ~ange:

McGovern Speaks at NU
Senator George McGovern ad- under the age of thirty. Only 5% sive change."
He related a recent incident in
dressed students at the North- were black. Only 13% were womwestern University Political Ac- en. The average' income of the av- Atlanta where he ·marched beside
tion Conference on August I. The erage delegate ·was $20,000 a year Mrs. Martin Luther King to prost4dents met to learn and discuss and many paid up to $1,000 in . test the killing of four black men.
·
· · A half-naked young man with tbe
political techniques for the No- order to attend."
As chairman o.f. t he party COl)l- American flag decked about- him
vem!>er electioqs, M.~Govern, a
co-sponsor of the' amendment to • missi~n to r~vis~ ·,rroce~ures _ for_' like ajockstrap· dominated th'~ tele.
cut off funds for the-Vietnam war, selecting deJegates, McGover:n as, vision coverage.' ' . ·. - . r
''The rest of us," McGovern
was given ,s standing _o vation when sured the students that the 1972
convention wQuld "reasonably re- said, "had to be.a r the bu.rden of his
he stepped to the podium.
;
He opened with an attack on the semble" the.· pop:ulation at . large. effort to discredit the flag." Such
President's attitude that "it's now Filing fees would be cut, he said. tactics, he noted, play into the
up to the colleges to stop this un- Such "backroom practices" as the hands of the President's .plan to
rest." The requisite for "bringing secret caucus and proxy voting divide and conquer- "to place national honor on the one side and
us together," McGovern said, "is would also be s_topped.
"The Democratic Party must cop-out on the other."
reform and redemption of our ponot only be right qn the issues, but
litical institutions."
McGovern cited statistics about must also bµjld an_effective politi- . _He said that even when long
the I 968 convention which caused cal mechanism." The same, he qui- hair, beards,, and jeans represent a
etly suggesJ~d, was tnie for stu- personal. ,.ph-i.losophy, ., students
1. many students to lo.o k with cynicism and despair at the American dent ' movements . .,,"The days of .1 mu st . e'hoose · -between,, their
· political process and the 'Demo- Jerry Rubin.' s tactics have to go/ ' life-styles and effective political
cratic Party . "As the Kennedy and
he said. A long. silence and a hiss- action'. "I don'-t regard hair or
McCarthy campaigns illustrated, ing noise from the audience- made dress as an issue of morality," the
the primary force in 1968 was
his open smile tighten. "You must potential nominee for 1972 reyouthful idealism. Yet in the great be sensitive to those whom you marked. "There are greater causes
throng of delegates, only 4% were
want to influence toward progres- to go down swinging for."
~ •· ·.. ' .-. , ,. ,'.· . .: ... •,

...
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Commuter Center Committee sets .date

November 7, 9, IQ set for
student,building •r eferendum
The time is rapidly approaching for NISC's student
body to make · its decision
about that planned Commuter
Center - that is, whether or not
it wants to tax itself in order to
build it, and if so, how much of
a building (and how much of a
tax) it wants.
The planning . commit~ee . an- ,
nounced last week ttiat . the · refa
eren°dum
vote' to ' 'dete~~ine
these facts will be held this November - on the 7th, 9th and
I I th. On the ballot will be the
overall question - do you favor
the construction of a commuter center facility - and a second issue, the building size .
. Since a student fee of $ IO .is
presently charged, the issue
becomes, simply, how much
the fee must be· increased . Five .
options -will , be listed on the,
ballot. Students may opt for increases of $15, $21, $30, $39
or $45. The building being
planned by the committee will
require a $30 increase, and this
is the choice being pushed by
the committee.
The planners have also prepared a leaflet describing the
building as it would be built if
the
lower r. ·options ;: . were
adopted. If the $30 option passes, the structure can . be built
exactly as 1 programmed. If the
$21 option passes, many functions of -the building will have
to be eliminated or cut back,
and if the $ 15 option passes,
the' structure will house only
the bare essentials of a commu-ier union.
To prepare for the big vote
in November, a special display
is being readied for the first
two weeks of October, · which
will portray the functions of

student unions in general, and times larger than our present
outline the projected services facility. It will serve 1,200, arof our specific building.
ranged in a unique pattern . As
A packet will shortly be the program . describes it:
mailed to all enrolled students,
The major emphasis in the dinwhich will include the preing area should be a feeling of
viously mentioned leaflet deintimacy and variation in dining
scribing the options, a bro- , experience. Use· of portable ,
chure explaining all the details
sc,re~ningn ,Plant~i-s, etc.,.. to
about this · proposed structure, , . break up the visual lin'e s of the ·
and a sample ballot, showing
; overall space is highly recomhow to vote for the $30 option
mended . Use of hanging mowhich the committee is supbiles
or changes in ceiling
porting.
height is recommended. ProAs mentioned in our July 8
vide ceiling hooks and pulleys
issue, the planning committee
for
hanging banners and signs
has completed the written proto publicize events. F'rovide
gram for the building. The
lighting on dimmers for change
program is a document, in this
of
e!fect. The p/anhinJ! fl>IJl~
case about 35 . pages long,
mittee ,strongly recommends; a .
which is submitted to the ar"Las Yegas" approach ,t o tl)e
chi_tects,
outlining
how
the
dining SP,ace using ste'p;down
building should , be laid out,
,of levels of dining. With a, disand what, J acilities and services
cernible trend toward the return
must be included . The archiof the supper club and .dinner
tects then assemble the infortheater -to programming OIJ, the
mation, and put down on pacampus, this type of design
per, by way of a floor plan, the
would lend itself to capitalizing
actual design of the huilding.
on this trend if it mushrooms in
The architects are presently
the future,.
at work, and it is hoped that
there will be not only some
Fifty or so could be accompreliminary drawings, but also odated at a stand-up short-ora model of the building, avi:tiJ- der ·. counter within • the- dining
able -"before · t'he vote is -taken' ,. ··~.
area, and a'r\Qther 200 ·. <;ould
~njoy . the' -~'Pub"
,lwhicfi,
like the cafeteria, would be
The Building
built in a stepped-up fashion,
Essentially,
the
areas
of with a fully equipped stage and
NISC's
proposed
Commuter a dance floor .
Center fall into . three broad
The third large dining area
categories - dining spaces, recis labeled the "VIP" space,
reational spaces, and organizawhich will· feature a more formal
restaurant-like
atmostional spaces.
By far the largest, the dining phere, possibly with waiter serspaces, if all used at the same vice. This room will be divitime, could serve about 2,000 sible into smaller areas for for mal
luncheons
or
banquets
people
simultaneously.
The
main cafeteria will be 14,440 when
necessary. There will
square feet in area, almost 8 also be another area with

a

-area

I

'

smaller rooms to be used as
meeting-dining facilities .
Recreational
spaces
will
feature a billiards room with
billiards and snooker
tables,
and related activities. A table
tennis room will be next door,
with four tables.
A lounge will be nearby, er'fclosed ' i'n glass, intended for
the playing of quiet games,
such as cards, chess and check•ers.
Meeting rooms and lounges
will be · 's cattered throughout
the com·plex~-: Mee.ting .rooms
are intended for ' informal discussions , with " 1 facult y'.1 >or student grd ut,§; · small dances, or
general ·: •! ~ocia'll
geHogethers.
Lounges·; wm -varyt,{i'I , size and
function / .fr,t,'ri1 1··'small lounges
equippedN With' telephones · or
televisiotfj,rl:,nr medium sized
g e n e r '.a ().re:laxation
lou_nges
and the e special-purpose listening lounges, equipped with nine
channels ! of audio entertainment . There's also a rest and
repair area - a kind of emergency station for people · ,with
wet or torn clothing.

A number of offices, similar
in design to those for student
government,
the
, newspaper
and the yearbook, are also
being
constructed,
though
they are unassigned at this
time. It is likely that they will
be used -- by ad-hoc groups
which spring up and die off
the span of sa y, : one trimester.
A separate room is being set
aside as a work space for all
smaller
organizations
which
do not qualify for · private offices . Each organization will
be assign~d an . area in the
3,280 foot room, and each area
will probably have its own
desk, file, and telephone .
A room in tl:ie general activit\e.s a ~ei,i ' wi,11 'l?e equ1p'.p ed with
coin '' o perated type\vriters for
the use of students who must
type papers at school. There
will be the usual array of meeting rooms, and a special office
. for the graduate student organization. An area · will be set
aside as a slop shop, poster
shop, and duplicating center. This
will be essentially for the use of
stUQent act1v1t1es and people
· working on various. publicity . .
The Activities spaces , ,wiU
A/id ,' lest we _ forget,, the stu~
include large, permanently as- • dents who will _have to , def ide
signed office . complexes for the this November whether to let
student
government,
BEE- the building be built will probIVE, and PRINT. The plan- ably , be alumni by the time the
ning committee met at length doors open . But the commuter
with the staffs of these act1v1- center people feel that there
ties before deciding on the final · will probably be a great numplan.
~~ or the alumni using the faTwo photographic labs will c1hty, and for that reason a
be included in the building . generous office has been asOne will be a production lab signed to them, from which
for the use of student publica- they can co-ordinate their own
tions, and the other, twice. as activities.
large, will · be for general use of
The plans have been made .
students interested in photo- All that remains now is the
graphy.
vote.

in

Anti-gun people confront
to

Flood at History club
Lt. Flood came to the History for a city or county.
Club to talk about Campus SecurLt . Flood said that since they
ity a couple of weeks ago. He ob- have the same powers as the police
viously was going to support the they are required to be equipped
:present security system. A good the same. He made reference to an
:Crowd of students came to the Illinois State Supreme Court judgHistory club, some there to ement which establishes the gun as
argue the case against security. part of the policeman's uniform
Sounds like the perfect con- and requires him to wear o,n e at all
frontation• ; ; with. shouting and times.
hot tempers as the students try
"Unless the state Statutes are
to put the campus cop "up agamst changed .. ."was the start of many
the wall." Well it didn't quite come answers toward the end of the
off thiwway. Lt. Flood came _well I meeting. He feels confident that
prepared an.d · fielded every ques- nothing can be ,done to change the
tion the people attending could role of the security OIJ the _'c ampus
throw his way. Almost all answers _ u1:1less · establi&hed prqced~re is .
to the queries on almost a'rly co'n- changed. H'e added ",however that
troversy came back to one point. he" ... wouldn't put ll, man out in the
That being that it would be against field unless he had gun."
the state statutes to take guns away
The legal ·question is still vague
from the security or to lessen their and all ramifications of a move by
powers,. Any time it seemed like he the school to alter Security's role
was heading into one of those mor- are not known . Things are not clear
al box canyons ·he would swing out along these lines. It seems that the
of it by going back to this basic school or the Board of Governors
law.
_ ____
would have to get a legal opinion
Lt. Flood· was quick to correct a from their lawyers 'b efore any '
mistake in'the last, PRINTwhere in move was taken .' 1 ·
an article-on security th1!$tate Stat- ;
The s tudents and a ·scattering of ;
ute ·fo question was misprinted ' as faculty came to the History Club to
Chapter 44 section 108 part 10; argue the case a'gai-nst guns -on
when in reality it is section LOOS, campus and the role •of security.
This section states that the Board of They weren't prepared however to
. Governors is empowered to form a really put Lt. Flood "up against the
Police department on each campus wall" and, from a legal standpoint, ·
with that department having the maybe even if they were prepared
full powers of a regular police force they couldn"t.

a

The 6th Annual Chicago Inter- category"{s IJe' screened separatenational Film Festival announces ly during the two-week Festival pethat the I 970 Regulations Book ' riod . Only the Chicago Film Festiand Entry Forms are -now avail- val offers such service to film
able.
,
,,.
maker entrants.
Open to all film makers, the ChiCategories this · year include:
cago Iniernational_Filrn fe.stival is Feature Films; Short Subjects; Stlithe only competitive festival in .the dent Films ; Educational Films ;
United States covering all areas of Business and Industrial Films;
film-making. It is unique in that it Telev1sion Commercials; Teleis made up of 9 individual festi- vision Productions; Films for Chilvals ... Each of the 9 classifications dren . A new 60-second comof film 'has its own jury of promia petition, "The Condition of Man" ,
nent film and professional people completes the list. C ash awards to- ·
experienced in that area, headed by tailing $1 ,950.00, in addition td
a distinguished chairman, and each Gold and Silver Hugo Awards for'
1

)'.'

'

<;Q.~~e.lQ rs,mee.tlrf f tft
·,freshme'n'

fU
'J :J'

each category, will be presented.
Certificates of Participation will be
awarded to all finalists .·
1970 pr,omises to be one of the
Chica'go International Film Festi- val's most exciting years . Deadlines are September 15, so early entry correspondence is advised. To
enter the competition, write today
for the 1970 Regulations -'Book:
Michael 1. Dutza, Jr., Director
Chicago International Film Festival Regulations Book , 12 E . Grand
Ave. , Room 30 I. Chicago, 111.,
60611.

!
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.SHAFER
FLORISTS·

I

If' you are wondering about the · mornihg.,.pro,v iding they are still
group of students who have ta ken' open! These c.: students also have·
over ·the •"A" lounge every morn- their fir~t,rexperience in meeting
ing from 9:00, to 10:00, and are the crisis which 'develops when the
being s.e rved coffee and rolls, say courses they have selected are not
'
"hello': to our freshmen who will available.
This also explains the scarcity
be beginning their careers at
Northeastern in, the cont ing faU fri- of counselors available to work
, with students during the_.morning
meste11. :· , i .,
Every morning.until August .1,4.. hours, . since the ,entire staff is ~
these young people will be coming involved with the freshmen. The
to our-campus to spend a momittg Guidance and Counseling· Center
with i he: Gµidance and Counseling . hopes that this activity is nof
staff, learning about our program causing other students too much
and the rigors of registering. Then. inconvenience, and will be happy
in the afternoon. they report to to serve other students in the
A--1 13-1 15 to sign up for the afternoon--and any time of day
courses they have chosen that .afte_r Aug1;1st 14.

.BRYN MAWRKIMBAll
,

l

PHONE- 478~6276
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL'
NISC STUDENTS & FACULTY

l
f

l
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS

Del
Breckenfeld
Dear Michaelangelo, J us! between you,
me, and David, you used Power tools,
didn't you? S.A. Blistered.
Much tnanks to Mr. Bracken, Mr. Kuzuhara, Mr . J . MacDonald, and Mr. Stenman - Barb.

I was originally planning to do a rap on the new album by Blood , Sweat,
and Tears this week, but I decided to save it for next time and end the
summer with a whimper instead of a bang, or something. Anyway, I
was present at the Big IO Summer mu sic festival some weeks back and
for all p,ractical purpose s it was a bummer. J must say that the performances by Leon Russell and Chicago were exceptional (the latter being
one of the finest bands I've heard in quite a while). The major problem,
besides a smaller than anticipated crowd, was that most of the groups
were not particularly good. If that wasn't enough, some very inane planning by the promoters cut out an excellent band , Mason Profit, to make
room for more slop . It could have been the bewilderment.oftbe moment
but during the set by lggy and the Stooges, I could have sworn I saw
Northeastern's own Al Schiff screaming, "One More,Tiime" ....... .
Mungo Jerry is rapidly proving to be one ofthe!hottest things in England
since the Beatles. Their current single, "In the · Summertime" , has been
selling at a rate of 40,000 per day in the U .K. alone, creating what has
been appropiately dubbed "Mungomania''. The group iis made up of, get
this, Electric guitar ( & banjo ), piano and string ba~sLsor-h,f a laugh in
the face of the ever-popular super heavy baPds. Theirli'lig-break came at
·the Hollywood Music festival last May in London whereiffi'ey werethe
hit of the show playing what lead singer & guitarist, Ray, Dorset,calls
"fun music" . .. . .. Another new group to keep an eye ori is "Quatermass" a Organ-bass-drums trio from England. Although t'lieir album,
simply entitled "Quatermass" (EMI Harvest SKA0-314) Has received
very limited 'airplay, the disc is nonetheless promising, combining original organ sounds (not unlike the com:ept of Rare Birds' ·Je discussed
last time) with some excellent arranging. Maybe it's just1 a personal
thing, but I feel that with the right exposure, this group could become a
monster ..... Pie~ up on the new releases by Procul Harem and Lee
Michaels; they're both a gas. I 'a lso heard another interesting album
called "Solid Bond" which is made up of early recordings, circa '63 and
"66, of the Graham Bond Grganization. Bond's bands have been similar
to John Mayalls' in that they have both been stepping stones· for some
of the bigger names in English music-Mayall in Blues and Bond in JazzRock. This album contains a live session that includes Ginger Baker
on drums, Jack Bruce on double bass, and John McLaughlin on guitar,
playing some mighty fine jazz ...... Rolling Stone, the rock newspaper,
reports new bootleg albums: "My God!" by Jethro Tull, "Jimi Hendrix
Live at the Los Angeles Forum 4/25/70", and one more by the Beatles
which covers their Shea Stadium concert and the Ed Sullivan appearance when they did "Yesterday" . ..... Rolling stone also tells ofa new
album by George Harrison where some of the sessions were done in
Nashville with Steel guitarist Pete Drake ...... Sha-Na-Na was able
to keep the crowd buzzing throughout their set of 50s' rock classics.
The audience displayed their appreciation by calling for encore after
encore - I lost count after five ...... Johnny Winters' brother Edgar, has
released a new solo effort, "Entrance" (Epic BN 26503) which showcases his classical training with some real down hard .. Blu~s-jazz. Besides vocals, Edgar plays Alto Sax, piano and organ with ,sJdll. Some of
you might have seen him when he performed with Johnny's band last
year at the Kinetic . . . . . . Due to popular request, here ;ire the TOP
TEN PROGRESSIVE LP'S -

I don't know what's going on in the flute
section, but all I can soy is that it better
stop.
Riders wanted to Fort Lauderdale leave
August 21 .. . Share gas expenses and
driving . Call Tom 47'7-0574.
Marilyn Croft: The worst if over, The best
is yet to come. I finally mode - I'm 21.
Thanks for the ID's. Your other self, J.P.
Coach Kane is a liberal.

Bleeeech!
Off the Davis.
Maura G. will jump into bed with anyone
just ask. - Ken D.
learn to use your dictionary Gene Corey

before you play Scrabble.
I give up to my foes. --

---

Hermes

. . .... And leave the writing to us.
-Piano for sale: Rintleman-good condition
baby grand $100.00 Call 433-1197.

-·- - -you.

dian tour? -

love Rance.

OBOE Players of the wC:.rld unite!!
Maura G. is all right with' me says tired
1'
K. Davis.
-

For Sale: 21 inch Black & White console
Excellent condition . Phone:
545-7949.

:rv

Female roomate wanted to shore an

apartment in school area. 878-4799 Ethel Neira .
Dave Green stinks.

Get to work Mary Syron.
Selling some of my personal possessions
.. . Smith-Corona Typewriter, Golf Equipment-Spaulding woods & irons & bag.
140 lb . barbell set. Reasonable - Call
262-9229.
Robert, Is Gary-Dale speaking to anyone? - jo.
t

for you . There is a family of six who need
help badly. What they need is a house
keeper. The children range in age from
11 to 1 year. In September they will be in
school, except for the youngest. They '
need someone to take care of the hollse

and them after school. Perhaps you can
be the one.
The material rewards are good, but
more than that you will be helping some
poeple who need it. If you are interested
and think you can qualify, contact Mr.
Fahey 967-6022.

of the female anatomy. Instead, women
should extend one arm and clench fist,
leaving forefinger a ·n d middle finger extended, or leaving middle finger only, or
(in the case of blacks) just extend
clenched fist.
Adivsedly yours,
EmilY. Pas!e-

Dear B.Z.,
Although flowers are not permissible at

Dear graduating seniors, Your graduation ceremony in no way confirms your
graduation.
· -Bernke.

a graduation, a lovely arrangement of

cauliflower and broccoli could serve the
purpose quite well and still be pleasing
to the graduate's sense of esthetics.

Found :_ July 21 at Northea~tern, Calico
cat about 8 mo. old, -domesticated female. Call: 456-5834.
Dear B.Z. You are quite right about the

If you hate cops, next time you need

able to wear black or dk. brown mocccr-

help, call a hippie.

sins or san·dols, or bare feet, if dyed or

Any questions about illegible handwriting call Ext. 320 and ask for Kathy.

naturally dark or dirty.
Sarcastically yours,
Emily Paste

Bloomingly,,
Emily Paste
Congratulations Griff Pitts!

n ece ssity o f d a rk shoes a t a gra d uation
ceremony. However, it is now accept-

Well, this is it kids, for the summer trimester at least! It's bee n
Byeeeeeee!

fun

,

'

THOUSANDS Of,JEANS

Jewe\ers
Wholesale &
Discount
Prices
- Repairing -

WITH TOPS 10 MATCH
Mon. & Thurs. 11-9
Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 10-6

3304

w ..fOSTER,

5 MINUTES FROM
NISC
PHONE 588-2686

UY
•

. .

Rick Frederickson fooses with two hands.

.

-~

.

Much thanks to Mr. Bracken, Mr. Kuzuhara, Mr. J. MacDonald, and Mr. Stehaman - Barb.

THE

"ABC" -Jackson Five? Motown
"Greatest Hits" - Fiftti Dimension? Soul City
"Candles in the Rain" - Melanie - Buddah
"Mountain Climbing" - Moutain- Winfall
"Chicago" - Chicago - Columbia
"Band of Gypsies" - Jimi Hendrix - Ca0itol (see 'classifieds)
"McCartney" - Paul McCartney - Apple
"Live at Leeds" - The Who - Decca

·I

Have you been thinking lately, "What
can I do that will giva some meaning to
my fife?" If you have, or know of someone who has, I just may have the answer

this leaves the women in an awkward
position, since the placing of the hand
over the heqrt attracts the males' attention to on undesireable (or desireable,
depending on your point of view) portion

Beat bad food & high prices! Eat at
Tong's Garden. $ 1.05 complete dinner.
Soup to dessert. (American food , too!)
loca ted between Beck's a nd Follett's
Bookstores.
·

"Let It Be" - The Beatles Apple (red)
"Woodstock" - Cotillion

I

this new~paper.

Dave Green is a lackey for the Mclain
Dear B.Z., Although men should remove
their caps during the National Anthem,

Ken Davis is a stamps stamper.

give thorough, on the job training. Good
pay, very long coffee breaks. No fee if
accepted. Contact Dr. Gotcha in care of

Thanks to Del Breckenfeld for favors
granted. - Shelley.

'old Bud Blood n' Guts.

Album collector seeks to trade unopened " Band of Gypsies" Album for any
album you might have that I don 't already have. Contact Del C/o PRINT office .

chiarist. No experience necessary. Will

2½ room apt. located 6 blocks from
school. Place is furnished and rent is
cheap. Contact: 588-6779 or 324-561 0.

administf ation.

bargaining.

JOB AVAILABLE : Position for attractive,
single girl on couch of dirty, old psy-

Female roomate to share

1 For Sale: one used ausie hat - . Frap.

The answer is collective
What's your question?

Don't forget the PRINT staff meeting in
Room A-109 on August 8th, Saturday, at
11 :00 a .m. Public invited.

Dave Green

Dear Del Brenkenfeld: How's the cana-

Wanfed

K. Davis is one hell of a journalist? . . .

·

For Sale: Complete living room outfit tables, 1 oval coc ktail table, 1 lamp, 1
lounge chair. Good condition . Phone
Anytime : 545-7949.

AND
GALS

5, Aug. 1970
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Cinema

Today's special

Jamrs
Martjn

You re a Good Man,
Charlie Brown
1

"Beyond the Valley of the Dolls''

directed by Randy Baker

and

Water
directed & written by
Tad Hryniewicz

Little Theater
3:00 & 8:30
Review:

-

At Last Theater Lah
by Warren Sandler
_It has been said by other st'-!dents
at NISC that I am incapable of
writing a positive review. My reply
to these ridiculous statements is,
when I see a positive production, I
write a positive review. Conversely, the opposite holds true of
poor productions.
This semester I was able to see all
of the shows put on for our entertainment including the Childrens'
Theatre production of The Emperor's Nightingale. My opinions and
comments, were, still are, and always will be fair, representing con~tructive criticism without prejudice. I believe that any production done here at NISC without
analytical criticism does · not beefit in its showing. It is through
criticism that change takes place,
since the theatre relies on change
for part of its enhancing structure.
The last show I saw was Theatre
Lab's various cuttings and scenes.
This was the only clean breath of
fresh air that I was able to injoy
amongst all those stale productions
seen prior to this Theatre Lab .
show. The two finished productions were staged by Linda Collins
and Bob Lynch . Performing in this
well done show was Marcy Mark,
Bob Lynch, Thom Brandolino,
Linda Collins and Nancy Kaufman . All of these people did a very
good job in their roles and developed their characters with good
depth and emotional feeling. Considering that the actors were only
taking cuttings and scenes, it was
remarkable how well they were
able to convey to me a sense of full
development regarding what prior
events led up to their scene and
what will probably happen afterwards.
Minimal scenery, lighting, and
costuming was used as an occasional assistance that was needed by the
actors. The presentation here was
with emphasis on acting, and not
on improvisation , different techniques, or other theatrical methods. Although some slight minor
stage technicalities arose. both stories were presented well. I would
like to have seen Miss Mark devel-

op her character more ·in a rising coached by NISC'S acting instrucapex of emotion so the cause and tor, Mr. Richard Hesler. Every lab
effect relationship would have presentation has an evaluation folbeen more developed . The second lowing the show, providing untold
story, staged by Bob Lynch, was amounts of constructive growth.
handled well. With four people The course came into existence beco.ncentrated on a small apron in cause of three main reasons. The
front of the Little Theatre, no traf- first one is fairly obvious to most
fic problems arose ·in the blocking NISC students in that the standard
of the scene . Improvement was ob- production program is restricted .
vious and the evaluation session Secondly the performing arts dept .
following the
needed more experimental producof the scene. Improvement was ob- tions, and finally to treat new ideas
vious and the evaluation session of the theatre. The future of
following the show brought ' out Theatre Lab sounds quite exciting
some good critical comments. Tak- to me. I have been told that the use
ing both presentations and review- of Guerilla Theatre, Theatre in the
ing them through a literal and the- halls, and audio - visual presentaatrical level, they were both per- tions of theatrical satire will be
formed and acted well.
tried.
Due to printing deadlines and
All of this is in tune to the generperformance dates, I am unable to al concept of Theatre Lab to get a
comment on the last presentation more meaningful presentation of
of the Theatre Lab show, but I did style and talent from its particimanage to see a technical produc- pants. The primary emphasis of the
tion of"Water,,. This is an original course is on the students own develplay written and directed by Tad opment and the presence of Mr.
Hryniewicz, a performing arts stu- Hesler is to coach the productions
dent at NISC, who was the one who if needed and offer any help he can.
did such a capable role as Hermes
I must say that after reviewing
in this trimester's major produc- this semesters shows, I thought the
tion, Peace . From what I've seen performing Arts Dept. should apof this quite humorous and musical ply for some sort of aid to disaster
rehearsal, I'm looking forward to areas, but after seeing the well done
seeing his finished show next week. performance by the Theatre Lab
He has cast his characters very well people this semester, 'it becomes
and judging from this prior view- unnecessary. If the future major
ing alone the show looks like it has productions were based on Theatre
terrific potential for a rewarding Labs' concepts and results I would
evening as ah audience participant. be looking forward to a rewarding
Theatre Lab is a one credit hour season at NISC next semester.
course offered at NISC each semester with objectives and purposes relating to the students and the
theatre. The most prominent objective is to encourage creative expression. Secondly it is to extend
the abilities and to develop ohe performing talents of th'e students. Finally it is to encourage creative expression . Secondly it is to extend
the abilities and to develop·the performing talents of the students. Finally it is to be used for projects
depending on students needs, such
as acting, directing, playwriting,
scenery, lighting or costuming.
Theatre Lab is a relatively new
course being offered and is

I don't know how many of you are interested in Russ Meyer
productions. or even know who he is, but the fact is that a g0od
deal of people do know who he is, and_seem to have a great deal of
interest in his films. This can easily be substantiated by checking
box office receipts.
Meyer, who started out making sophomoric skin flicks, and
was one of the first to really exploit that field, has progressed so
far, that in his latest film, "Beyond the Valley of the Dolls'", he
has the complete backing of 20th Century-Fox and all the money
that he needed to bring it in . A far cry from "The Immoral Mr.
Teas".
Like it or not, Mr : Meyer seems to have placed his finger on a
responsive chord in the American film-going audience; for his
films seem to have a much wider appeal than those on either end
of the spectrum - the G rating, and the p9rnography, respectively. By stic.king to the. middle ground he has widened his appeal to
all those • who,,,:Iike 1 a little titillation, but haven't the interest in
actual porno., ;Meyer's films, including his most ,recent, contain a
certain amour1t of sex, t oo much violence, and very little that is
socially redeeming. Yet, all, he would have us believe, contain an
aspect of social consciousness.
The fact is, however, that while he teases his audience a great
deal, he never really delivers anything outstanding in any regard;
nor does -he make any serious social com111ents. His plot liries
always suffer from tissue paper thinness, and his sex is too much
like a Playboy foldout . to merit any real eroticism . He still, in
this day of explicit filmmaking, manages to play it coy with his
audiences while making them think they are in for something
special. Yet, as they say, "you can't argue with success" .
The fact is that his first big hit, "Vixen", played about eight
months in the . loop and probably is still raking it in in the suburbs. "
Currently he has two films playing nearly across the street from
each other downtown, and both are doing well at the box office .
"Beyond the Valley of ' the Dolls" marks the first time a major
studio has thrown in with an acknowledged purveyor of sex, but
then, they know (or think they know) a good thing when they see
it. Reports have it that "Valley" , . and Meyers next film "The
Seven Minutes", may make the 20th-Fox solvent again .
The question remains, "is there a place in cinema for films
such as Meyer's?" The ~nswer is, "obviously, yes". "Beyond the
Valley of the Dolls," like his previous films, has found a tremendous
~dience; but unlike the previous films, it seems to have a real understanding of itself. If does not take itself at all seriously.
Due in large part, I suspect, to the screenplay by Ro_ger Ebert,
ohe film is a tremendous parody of itself and indeed, all of Meyer's previous films by extension . Just as John Wayne was able to
successfully , parody himself in · "True Grit" so too, does "Valley': - The only; '•difference is, that "Valley" is just · sif11ply more
boring. One ' 'laughs for a while at the wide-eyed acting and
tongue-in-cheek lines; and one can't help but laugh when the
organ quietly strikes up not unlike "The Secret Storm" in dramatic moments, but after awhile it begins to lose its comic punch .
There seems to be no necessity for the horrific ending except pure ·
sensationalism, but then, perhaps that is meant as a parody also.
There are some really funny scenes such as one 'where an
incredulous executive climbs into bed with a young chick , and
wouldn 't you know it - leaves his socks on. Pure camp. We can't
possibly take this as serious sexual activity. At the end of the film
we go thru a complete cataloging of the characters, and why they
went wrong - an ~bsolute corny, tacked on moral that can't possibly be taken seriously any more that the man in the socks and garters .
There is one more thing that I find hard to take seriously; and that's
all the critics who did serious reviews on this film and called it derisive,
vulgar and obnoxious. It's really none of those things . It's not really in
bad taste, it's just a bad film, and then not as bad as many "legitimate"
films I've seen at that.
I really didn't plan on seeing this film, but my curiosity got the
be~t of me, I guess. Havin~ done ·so, I got a few good chuckles.
satisfied my•_ curiosity and probably won't be too tempted to see
any more of Russ 'Meyer's films in the future ... that is, unless I'm · in
the mood to be teased a little at my own expense.
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A new Golden Eagle hatched a few weeks ago.
The newly-formed N ISC football c-lub started workouts a month ago,
and will open their first season on September 19 against Loyola University. The club will suit forty men on a fifty man squad, and has six games
already scheduled for the fall.
Petitions with 3,000 student signatures and 185 football player signatures were give n to the Student Fees a nd Allocations Committee last
February, when the c lub originally requested fund s. The money wasn' t
granted until July 7, and the team was quickly organized. Funds will be
used for uniform s, travel expenses, -player insurance, among other team
necessitie s.
Football at Northeaste rn, and previou sly CTC and ITCCN , was
limite_d to intramural play . The men involved in the club's organization,
led by Randy Jorge nsen, felt that Northeastern men who had played
football in high school or junior college deserved a larger outlet.
The football club is s ponsored by the school, and is restricted to
Northeastern students with a minimum cumulative grade point average
of 3 .0 . The club, however, is not affil iated with the physical education
department as are varsity teams in other schools . Games are sc heduled
against non-varsity foo tball clubs from schools in the nidwest.
There are a bout I IO footba ll b lubs in the country, with about fifteen in
the Chicago area, acco rding to Lee H u mphrey , treasurer and assistant
<;:oach . The football club trend began about ten years ago, mostly among
small school s that could not afford to support varsity teams . "Some
school s have even dropped varsity teams in favor of footba ll clubs,
because of a lack of equipment and facitities," Humphrey said.
In spite of the troubles in launching a new team, the club has several
experienced coaches and players. Dr. Edward Lutsch, associate professor of biology, is the team's sponsor and head coach . He started at
offensive e nd at Northern Illinois for three years, and was also the
assistant football coac h at Austin high before coming to Northeastern.
Junior George Crowley, the club's president and assistant line coach,
prepped at Holy Trinity, and played three years of football in the army,
where he was selected for the a ll-army squad. Hi s five foot ten inch 270
pound frame also helped him defensive end and tackle with semi-pro
clubs, the Berwyn Baro ns and Melrose Park Cardinals , for two seasons.
Humphrey, ajunior, played high school ball at Manual of Indianapolis,
Ind ., and was selected to the all-city team two years. He played in the
Air Force for two years, and started for Wright Junior College two years.
He also started as flanker for the Chicago Owls and Joliet C hargers for
two seasons .
The club wasn't organized for experienced play ers only. "Even if a
guy has never played in his life, he can start now," Hum phrey said .
Objectives of the club include polishing football techniques and instilling
s portsmanship in the players .
Since there are several teams in the area, the club officers are hoping
to organize a midwest league, the Mid-American College Football Club
Conference, for the 1971 season. A t present, teams are nationally
ran ked , and statistically rated, Top-ranking teams are invited to compete
in post-season Bowl Games , a nd clubs a lso mo ninate All-Americans.
T he team has three sc hed uled practices a week during the su mmer,
fro m five to seven on Mondays, Tuesdays , and Thursdays . The coac hes
will decide who will make the team at informal tryouts in September,
w hen the rest of the students are back in school. Everyone interested
in working ou t with the team now shou ld contact Dr. L utsc h, O A-02A,
or call Lee Hump hrey at 26 1-0625.

T he six schedul ed games so far:
Sept. 19 - Loyola U niversi ty (C hicago)
Sept. 26- Marq uette University
Oct. 3 - Prairie State College, C hicago Heights
Oct. 17 - Loras College , Dubuque
Oct. 24-St. Louis University, Mo .
Nov . 7 - Marquette University (HOM ECOMING)
St. L.ouis University, sc heduled near the end of th e season, was the
number one club in the country for the last two years. Their reco rd is
13-0, and they haven't been beaten since the y've been playing club
football. Loras College was ranked number two last year, and lost only to
St. Louis.
Three stadia are being considered for the home games : Notre Dame
high, Arlington H e ights high , and Loyla Academy . The team hopes to
play all home games on Saturday nights, if a stadium is available. Bu ses
will be chartered for away games, at non-profit c harges to students.
A major goal of the team , outside of at hletics, is to award sc holarships
to needy and deserving Northeastern students . Donation tickets for this
project will be sold at the games, altho ugh admission will be free. The
club also plan s to give recognition · awards to faculty members, in
conj unction with the Council of Academic Affairs.
A homecoming dance is a lso planned for December, when a homecoming queen and her court will be selected. Proceeds from the sale of
tickets for the dance will go to the club's scholarship fund.
The fledgling Golden Eagles will try out their wings against the Northlake Lions, a semi-pro team, on August 16. And after more workouts:
when the team is selected, they hope to start soaring in September.
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A couple more short announcements before I hand the Sportlight
Spotlight back to Dave Green:
The Faculty Tennis Tournament starts play next Monda y, August 10.
All faculty racketeers should sign up at the gym office rig ht away.

******

The Student, Faculty, a nd Staff Golf Outing will be held tomorrow
at the Edge brook Golf Course. The c harge is three dollars for eighteen
holes. Call the gym office in care of Sherry to make reservations . The
tee-off time starts at noon. Prizes will be awarded in the gy m at Fun
Night tomorrow.
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Stick with those Cubs .

HERE
Gas pains
relieved

DOUBL
S&H

at

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

GREEN STAMPS

6035 N. BROADWAY
Open E ves.
Cl o sed Sun .

@

With ANY GAS Purchase
ANY DAY of the Week

BR 5- 3500

AL VAN 1 S STANDARD SERVICE

TONG'S TEA GARDEN
3411 W. BRYN MAWR

4000 W . PETERSO~ (PETERSON & PULASKI)

588-9365

KE 9-9650

588-9850

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW DINING ROOM
AIR CONDITIONED
AMERICAN AND

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES

& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

LUNCH AND DINNER
HOU RS: 11 AM. to 10:00 PM.
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

•
•
•
•

TUNE - UPS
TRANSMISSIONS
BRAKES RELINED
RAD IATORS

•
•
•
•

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EXHAUST SYTEMS
HAND WASH
TIRES - BATTERIES

AUTO AIR CONDITIONING

